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An attempt has been made to study the influence of coating for deposition of copper on short basalt fiber using electroless coating. A mathematical modelling was generated using genetic programming and the results were validated using DISCIPULUSTM software. Design of experiments (DOE) based on techniques of Taguchi, was performed to acquire data in controlled way. An orthogonal array and ANOVA were employed to investigate the influence of coating parameters on the basalt fiber. A $L_{27}$ orthogonal array was selected for the analysis of the data. Investigation to find the effect of time for sensitization, time for activation & time for metallization was carried out using S/N ratio and regression equations for each response were developed. Results show that metallization time has the highest influence followed by activation time and sensitization time. Finally, confirmation tests were carried out to verify the experimental results, scanning electron microscopic & EDS studies were done on the basalt fiber.
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